Iraq lashes out at east and west as Kuwaiti oil burns

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP) - A cornered Iraq lashed out at enemies east and west Tuesday with terror from the sky, firing missiles at both Saudi Arabia and Israel. One Scud slammed into homes in Tel Aviv and pushed Israel closer to joining the Persian Gulf war.

At least three people died and 70 were wounded in Tel Aviv when the new U.S.-supplied Patriot defense system failed to stop the incoming Iraqi missiles, Israeli military officials said.

But the Patriot interceptor missiles did their job against Scuds falling toward this Saudi city, site of a major Operation Desert Storm base.

Up the Persian Gulf coast, the oil-pumping heart of Kuwait burned through the day Tuesday, spewing black clouds of smoke across the sky in what some saw as a bid by Iraq to screen its troops from air attacks. Others suggested it might be a prelude to an Iraqi withdrawal.

News Writer

ABORTION OPPONENTS FROM THROUGHOUT the Michiana area gathered outside the Federal Court Building in downtown South Bend for a memorial procession commemorating the eighteenth anniversary of the Roe v. Wade decision legalizing abortion.

Cynthia Simmons, president of St. Joseph County Right to Life, said, "The silent memorial procession—whose theme is 'Abortion Stops a Beating Heart'—commemorates the twenty-eight million babies that have died by abortion." Approximately 100 people participated in the procession.

Simmons compared legalized abortion to "a war zone. The womb is a very unsafe place. We feel there is a war against the unborn," she said.

She said, "One out of every three children conceived is killed. It's more unsafe to be in the womb these days than to be in the front lines of the Persian Gulf."

Joseph Maneri, a senior who would like to see the passage of Roe v. Wade and a human life amendment, said, "I'm here today, that's why I'm here today, that's why I want to see the reversal of Roe v. Wade and a human life amendment."

Although Simmons said she expected nearly a thousand abortion opponents to participate in the procession, which has been gaining participants each year, approximately one hundred actually took part.

Maneri was one of the few representing Notre Dame Right to Life at the procession. Most group members had gone by bus to Washington D.C. to take part in demonstrations there.
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Twenty-four hour lounge opens tonight on-campus

By ANN MARIE HARTMAN

It took nearly three years to create an on-campus, non-dorm, twenty-four hour lounge where students can retreat when the clock strikes partitions.

With the help of Joe Cassidy, director of Student Activities, our student government leaders, Rob Pasin and Fred Tombar, have made it happen.

Pasin and Tombar initiated the idea of a twenty-four hour lounge over the summer. Cassidy gave his approval to use the basement of LaFortune, but the funding to carry out the lounge did not exist in LaFortune's yearly budget.

In November, Pasin and Tombar submitted a proposal to the budget committee asking for funds to finance a twenty-four hour lounge in LaFortune's basement. The committee agreed to grant $3500 to the student government which would defray the costs of the lounge's student monitor. The money to pay the salary of the student monitor came from the contingency fund of the Student Senate Budget Committee.

If the lounge is a success, Cassidy has said that he will include the lounge's costs in LaFortune's costs for the 1991-1992 school year. "I hope that the students will find the twenty-four hour lounge to be a beneficial service," said Pasin.

The twenty-four hour lounge will consist of the current lounge area in the basement of LaFortune. Access to other areas of LaFortune will be closed off after 2 am.

The reading machines and restrooms that are not available to students who use the twenty-four hour computer lab will be made so to all students who will be utilizing the lounge and the computer lab area.

Security for this lounge will be provided by a student monitor with assistance from campus security.

The new twenty-four hour lounge will have its grand opening tonight starting at midnight. There will be free food and movies will be shown on a large screen television.
INSIDE COLUMN

SUF’s demands need more thought

I have reservations in writing this column because I know there is a trend that calls for anyone who criticizes minority groups to be labeled a racist, and anyone who criticizes any group to be labeled a chauvinist. Good for both anyone, criticize both groups at once, for they surely must be a racially-biased chauvinistic misogynist. Being a white male, I am especially at risk.

The Student United For Respect (SUF) has recently released a number of demands to be addressed by the ND Administration concerning minority students’ needs. Many of the demands are more than justified, and I agree with the groups’ assessment that the administration has little excuse for taking so long to formulate a racial harassment policy. I am unaware of SUFR’s demand that one be made—soon.

The call for increased financial aid is of concern to all students, and SUFR’s requirement that more commitment be made to minority student financial needs is valid. I hope, however, that the University doesn’t target minorities only for aid. I know people who, having been “caucused in the middle,” are over $30,000 in debt for only four years of school. The issue is not exclusive.

However, other demands approach the ludicrous. SUFR wants an administrative committee to build a multi-cultural center which includes office space, lounge space, an auditorium, library space, and study rooms. I think absurd that this group wants its own building when the University sometimes lacks adequate classroom space and is just now completing enough academic buildings so that 40 students aren’t crammed into a room that seats 30.

A noted demand states “Because Theodore’s is ours as students, we expect concern to all students, and SUFR’s request for financial aid would exempt us from D.J. or monetary restrictions.” Who is the “we”? Any minority group? Would the Hawaiian club be able to use Theodore’s for free? Would it be only for minority groups?

The dates for all of the group’s demands have recently released a number of demands which reads by February 6.

Van Drivers’ Training Seminar will be offered for all those who have not previously attended and are planning to request use of Center for Social Concern’s vans. The course will be offered on both Tuesday, Jan. 22 and Wednesday, January 22 at 7:30 p.m. at the Center. You may attend either session to become eligible to drive a Center van.

JPW Lector Tryouts will be held at 4 p.m. this Thursday, January 24 in Sacred Heart Church. Questions call Greg 283-5547.

“CNPN Theodore’s” large screen TV. Same hours as LaFortune, when open.

CPR for infants and children will be offered at the Student Health Center on Wed. Feb. 5, 7-10 p.m. Prerequisite: Adult CPR. Call 293-7497 to sign up.
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Weather

Forecast for noon, Wednesday, Jan. 23.

 Lives show high temperatures.
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Blais appointed assistant investment officer for ND

**Special to The Observer**

Bernard Blais has joined the Notre Dame staff as assistant investment officer. His appointment was announced by University investment officer Scott Malpass.

Blais is an honors graduate of Princeton University and a former Army ROTC member who began his career with the Army Finance Corps at the U.S. Military Academy. After leaving the army, he earned an M.B.A. with a major in finance and a concentration in investment management from the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School. He is currently a candidate for designation as a chartered financial analyst (C.F.A.).

Prior to his appointment at Notre Dame, Blais was a portfolio manager for Trinity Investment Management, where he was responsible for a number of multimillion dollar institutional investment portfolios.

Commenting on the appointment, Malpass said, "Bernie Blais' impressive background in finance and investments will lend new expertise to the management of Notre Dame's financial assets."

Blais and his wife, Bernadette, have two children, Daniel and Benjamin.

**HPC asked to 'Adopt-A-Squadron'**

By DAVID KINNEY

News Writer

The Hall Presidents’ Council (HPC) has been asked to support several programs, including an Adopt-A-Squadron program and Christmas in April. Student Senator Billy Allen announced that the program is crucial to improving the quality of life for those in need in the community. Last year's program implemented $750,000 worth of improvements to 60 homes.

Interested students can sign up in the halls, and in the LaFortune Student Center before March 1, 1991. In other HPC business:

• Allen announced that the Student Senate passed a resolution to raise a "Support the Troops" flag with the U.S. flag on campus.

• "You can help feed hungry people by skipping one meal a week," Paul Radich reported the continuation of the Wednesday student lunch fast to help hunger development programs overseas. Last semester's program raised $8340 for the hungry. Students can sign up in the dining halls or by calling 2270.

• Barbara Rossman announced that Student Training Programs will be held by the Office of University Computing in order to help students interested in learning how to use computer software.

The meetings will be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7-9 PM in the Heshburg Library Auditorium.

**Human rights activists in China are ordered out**

BEIJING (AP) — A half-dozen human rights activists left China on Tuesday for Hong Kong after they were ordered out of the country.

The six, who were attempting to attend the trials of pro-democracy demonstrators, left China without incident six hours before the government's evening deadline.

One of those departed, university student Feng Tak Ho, said the group had gone to the Hong Kong and Macao Affairs office in Beijing to find out how they could attend the trials and to relay rights concerns in Chinese officials.

Earlier Monday, the rights activists who were told to leave were detained for five hours and questioned about their activities, university official Norman Quan, a Chinese passport-holder now living in Los Angeles, was told without elaboration that he had violated China's laws. Five other activists from Britain, Canada and the Netherlands were accused of engaging in activities incompatible with their status as tourists.

The activists arrived in Beijing on Thursday to try to attend trials of the leaders of the 1989 democracy movement, which was crushed by the Chinese army, resulting in the deaths of hundreds of people.

The group had made several trips to the Beijing city court where the democracy activists are being tried. Court officials told foreigners neither had right to attend trials.

They also met with officials of the national legislature, the Justice Ministry and the Public Security Bureau to express their concern that trials be fair and open.

A Roman Catholic priest from Mauritius joined the group on Sunday. He was detained with the others for a few hours before being released with a warning not to violate his tourist visa.

**NEW YORK (AP) — China has ordered several human rights activists to leave the country. The activists were attempting to attend the trials of pro-democracy demonstrators, who were detained and questioned about their activities.**

**CHARITY - UNITY - FRATERNITY - PATRIOTISM**

**Knights of Columbus**

Notre Dame Council #1477

Open House

Wednesday, January 23, 1991

Thursday, January 24, 1991

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

"Join the largest Catholic Fraternal Organization in the world"

For more info:

Joe Zadrozy 239-7018
Anthony Nichols 283-3271

A Ladies of Columbus representative will also be present

**The Observer**

Applications are now being accepted for the position of Editor-in-Chief 1991-92

Anyone interested in applying should submit a resume and a personal statement not exceeding five pages to Alison Cocks by 5 p.m., January 25, 1991.

Further information is available from Alison Cocks at The Observer, 239-7471.
Pope urges an increase in efforts to spread teachings

VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope John Paul II on Tuesday urged more aggressive efforts to spread church teachings in the Third World and cautioned Roman Catholics against the belief that "one religion is as good as another."

Catholics "cannot be content when we consider the millions of our brothers and sisters ... who live in ignorance of the love of God," he said in the eighth encyclical of his 12-year-old papacy, titled "Redemptoris Missio" — Latin for "Mission of the Redeemer."

The document addresses the church's relationships with other creeds and philosophies at a time of considerable tensions between Christian and Islamic cultures in some parts of the world.

It is the church's first major statement on missionary work in a quarter-century. Since then, the number of potential converts has doubled, the pope said, with the missionaries' biggest tasks in Africa, Latin America and Asia.

To emphasize concern that missionary zeal was diminishing, the pope laid out his strategy in the encyclical, one of the most authoritative forms a papal pronouncement can take.

"Missionary activity ... appears to be waning," the pope wrote in the document, addressed to Roman Catholics worldwide. He warned faithful not to succumb "to the belief that one religion is as good as another."

The pope referred to the approaching 500th anniversary of Columbus' 1492 discovery of America and Asia.

Among the church's challenges, he said, was the popula­rity of cults and sects. The church has been harshly criticized for its stance against liberation theology, which, rooted in Marxist philosophies, teaches the poor to fight for their rights.

He also noted the challenge posed to missionaries by the collapse of Communist regimes in 1989 in Eastern Europe, where an entire generation grew up in a society that suppressed or outlawed religion. "The missionary church is certainly involved on these fronts but her primary task lies elsewhere: the poor are hungry for God, not just for bread and freedom," the pope said.

The pope said the church has been harshly critical of liberation theology, which, rooted in Marxist philosophy, teaches the poor to fight for their rights.

At several points in the encyclical, the pope emphasized the need to respect freedom of religion elsewhere: the poor are hungry for God, not just for bread and freedom.

The church has been harshly critical of liberation theology, which, rooted in Marxist philosophy, teaches the poor to fight for their rights.
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ND officials ‘confused’ following minority ruling

By L. PETER YOB
Assistant News Editor

ND officials are "concerned" and "confused" following an Education Department ruling of last December giving universities four years to review their minority scholarship programs.

The ruling, issued by Michael Williams, assistant secretary for civil rights, would prohibit colleges from using general school funds for scholarships that are reserved for minorities. After a public outcry the ruling was modified by the Bush administration.

Joe Russo, Notre Dame director of financial aid, said that the Bush Administration has made several attempts to clarify the policy, but that their current position remains confused.

Under the Civil Rights Act of 1964, schools are not allowed to discriminate based on race, Russo explained. Although the source of much controversy, one interpretation of this Act is that it prohibits scholarships reserved for members of certain minority groups.

Russo pointed out that Title IX of the Higher Education Act of 1966 encourages universities to take affirmative action steps. "Competing directives need to be reviewed," Russo said.

Despite the confusion, Russo said that "we are comfortable with what we are doing," in this area at ND. According to Russo, no scholarships that are race exclusive are offered through the office of financial aid. "No decision regarding financial aid is made solely on race," he said.

"All financial assistance awarded by the office of financial aid includes as an essential factor the demonstration of financial need, as demonstrated through national needs analysis approaches and reviewed by Notre Dame’s office of financial aid," Russo said. Under this policy, no aid given at ND is jeopardized by the recent government rulings.

Russo said that the "university is attempting to increase the representation of minorities." "Many minorities who apply and are accepted are needy," he added.

Russo noted improvement in minority representation at ND over the last three years.

Kenneth Durgans, director of minority affairs at ND, said that he is "concerned that this is another signal from the Bush Administration that correcting past wrongs is not a priority."

Durgans believes that a result of these rulings may be lawsuits alleging that scholarships reserved for minorities is discriminatory. These lawsuits may eventually reach the U.S. Supreme Court, an idea that Durgans said leads to "concern" and "skepticism" within the African American community.

There was some concern in the graduate school," he said. "Students didn’t know if it applied to them."

Durgans noted that universities weren’t initiating any complaints to create this kind of government action. "This was not out of the blue."

Durgans said that "education is under attack as far as diversity is concerned." He said he wondered what is the motivation behind this policy. "Minority scholarships are such a minute part of the budget," he said "that when you attack these things you are going out of your way to block the progress of minorities as they pursue higher education."

Russo said that he was pleased with the appointment of Lamar Alexander as the new Secretary of Education. Russo said that Alexander’s position is that he will not discuss this, but "early on he made a statement that he likes to approach situations like this with a warm heart and a lot of common sense."
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university of notre dame summer session 1991 course list

unless other dates are noted in the 1991 summer session bulletin, courses in the 1991 summer session will begin on june 18 and will be available for registration from june 1 to may 31. students may register any day during the period of registration; class attendance times are subject to the instructor's discretion. registration for the summer session may be made only at the summer session office, and the last day for registration is june 28.

no late cancellations will be accepted for the summer session.

students who decide to attend the summer session after may 31 may register at any time up to the first day of classes (june 18). to do so, they must complete the standard summer session application forms and deposit to the summer session office at any time during the summer. application forms may be obtained at the summer session office at any time during the summer session.
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New program developed to aid in SMC job searching

By CORINNE PAVLIS
Saint Mary's Eator

The Saint Mary's Counseling & Career Development Center (C & CDC) has completed a project aimed at making alumnae networking and job searching easier for Saint Mary's students.

Together with the Office of Alumnae Relations and the Saint Mary's Computer Services, the C & CDC will debut Alumnae Resource Network (ARN) during the first week of February.

Karen Kyle, a Career Counselor at the C & CDC, described the program as "a computer program that allows students to identify and view information on alumnae career paths as well as to identify alumnae willing to talk to them about jobs, careers, graduate school, and more generally the job search process."

Kyle has been counseling for three and a half years and is primarily responsible for the program. Kyle contacted Systems Analyst Lorena Bidwell of Saint Mary's Computer Services to produce the software Kyle designed.

Kyle described the program as easy to use in that it is menu-driven. She stressed that no previous knowledge of the Zenith system the ARN is based on is necessary to access the Network. Informational booklets are available to guide students in a step by step manner through use.

Kyle discussed that many Saint Mary's students come to her asking what types of career paths have been taken by previous graduates in their majors. The new ARN will make answering this frequently asked question easier.

The ARN allows students to research what graduates in particular majors have gone on to do after leaving Saint Mary's. Profiles on graduates include their occupation, entry position, job history, and what they are doing now. A portion of the profiles include the names, phone numbers and addresses of alumnae who are willing to be contacted with questions.

Bidwell explained that fields of study while at Saint Mary's is just one of many ways to initiate a search with the New work. Users can also call upon particular occupations alumnae now hold. Bidwell described this as the most "exciting" aspect of the program. Students can view files on graduates in positions they find interesting and trace individual career paths.

In addition to dividing the positions held by alumnae into various careers, the program further categorized the positions by level. Bidwell explained how this is particularly helpful to those researching managerial type positions which vary greatly in level from job to job.

Geographic area is another option. Students can access information pertaining to careers of alumnae living in a particular city and state. This feature allows students to locate how many alumnae hold various positions in almost any area of the country.

Students considering the graduate school path will also be helped by the ARN. Information concerning graduate education is another feature of the system. Information concerning in what part of the country alumnae are studying, what types of degrees they are pursuing and in what subject, as well as particular institutions Saint Mary's graduates have gone on to attend, is available in many of the profiles.

Although these profiles are initially aimed at aiding current students in their post-graduation pursuits, it is hoped that it will also play a key role in alumnae to alumna networking. "The Alumnae Association Board of Directors, which is an eighteen member board of graduates who act as advisors have been interested in such a program for the last three or four years," said Adeline Cashore, Director of Alumnae Relations.

Cashore explained that the Board was interested in developing some sort of networking program for Saint Mary's alumnae. "In pursuing this they discovered that the Kyle and Bidwell was also interested in setting up a computerized database where students could access alumnae information," added Cashore. "The alumnae Board has been instrumental in working with Kyle and Bidwell in getting input from all of the different sources."

The Alumnae Relations office worked with the Board to develop an "Alumnae Verification Form" to send out to the more that 16,000 active alumnae. The form requests information concerning graduate work, job history, spouses, and children. The form also asks alumnae if they would be willing to participate in ARN. Those interested are sent a follow-up question concerning education and employment history. Respondents even code their careers into particular categories. Those willing to provide interest-ed students with their names, phone numbers, and addresses indicate so on the form.

The office began sending out this form last January. Cashore described the program as still being "young." Initial projections indicate that approximately two years will be necessary to reach all alumnae. Alumnae receive this form every two years as well as whenever the office is contacted by the graduate concerning specific changes.

Besides helping with gathering the necessary information, the Alumnae Office also donated funds. The Class of 1985, for example, donated $2,765 for the necessary hardware.

Bidwell has been working on the design of the software since Oct. of 1990. With the help of two other staff members the program was designed entirely "in house."

"The initial program is a simple one and as time goes by we will decide what types of features need to be added," said Bidwell. The database will continue to expand throughout the life of the system.

The C & CDC hopes that students will use this system, the library of information available at the Career Resource Center, SIGI Plus-Another computerized database of career information- as well as conducting informational interviews with a variety of professionals to develop a realistic picture of graduate school, a career field, or the job market.

The ARN is available to student during the first week of Feb. on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Those who wish to try the Network should go to the C & CDC located in LeMann Hall.
**Talhami: Leave Arab world alone**

By MEGAN JUNIUS
News Writer

What began as a simple border dispute has lead to American intervention in the Arab world. "We want the West to leave us alone," according to Prof. Ghada Talhami, a native Palestinian currently a professor at Lake Forest College.

Even if the United States military forces conquer Saddam Hussein, the United States must face the facts that Arab nationalisms will continue to strive for the dream of joining together the Arab states, Talhami said.

Along with Talhami, Father Gaffney, Prof. of Anthropology at Notre Dame and Kelly Beuba, the campus coordinator of Amnesty International, spoke Tuesday evening on the Historical and Cultural Aspects of the Crisis, the second of four lectures in the Gulf Crisis Action Group.

Both Talhami and Gaffney stressed legitimate goals which the Arabs hope to achieve through the Gulf War. First, Talhami said, "Arabs should have control over their own resources; Arabs should control Arab oil."

Next, they want to put an end to the long-standing differences between the Arab states. The tension of the non-Jewish people of Palestine need to be restored, Talhami said.

According to Talhami, immediate citizenship to Israel is given to persons with Jewish roots. "It looks as though the United States did approve in his previous actions. We did not do anything about it," Gaffney said. "The entire situation is one of great military tragedy, great cost and great personal suffering."

In contrast to the first two speakers, Kelly Beuba spoke not of hatred United States intervention in the war, but of the Iraqis violating human rights.

According to statistics documented by Amnesty International, Iraqis have been holding people in detention without trial, torturing people for no legitimate reason, and executing civilians and children. Iraq has taken over all newspapers and television stations in Kuwait.

According to Beuba, Amnesty wants the Iraqi government to stop carrying out executions, killings of children, and to investigate why this is happening. "They must put an end to these abuses," she said.

Tonight, the Gulf Crisis Action Group continues its four part series with "The Gulf War: Where Do We Go From Here?" This lecture takes place at 7:30 p.m. in the Library Auditorium.

**Gaffney: War in Gulf could become protracted conflict**

By BRADLEY GALKO
Assistant News Editor

Father Patrick Gaffney, professor of anthropology who teaches a course on the modern Middle East, believes the war in the Gulf could turn into a protracted conflict.

"I don't think it would start now. I hope it doesn't escape," said Gaffney, "That's my feeling on the subject. My head tells me it will last quite a while. Maybe months—a thought I don't think very appealing."

"The Iraqis are tough customers," warned Gaffney, "casualties and destruction of morale follow." He also said he is not as confident as some in the "bravado of air strikes" that have dominated recent news reports. Not only is a ground war could be costly. As for what students can expect from an air war, said Gaffney, "I think being informed is one thing instead of getting wrapped up in the propaganda. Resist the preoccupation with war as excitement. It's euphoric, victory as the only thing."

He said students should "keep solidarity with the troops. They should never be made scapegoats."

"To the policy of the government, they shouldn't have to answer for," he said, "We all have a role to play."

"The Iraqis are not given these opportunities. They were not given enough time to work all on planning for the war."

"If (the Coalition countries) had their will, Iraq could only serve to restore instability in the region," he said. "There are all kinds of positions on a sliding scale."

"The United States, until recently, has not been consistent in its positions on a sliding scale."

"If the Coalition countries batter Iraq into submission, and destroy its infrastructure, they will leave a power vacuum in the region that Syria would love to fill, or Turkey, or Iran."

"There's no inherent logic in a return to imbalance (after the one bully who is recent on our block loses power)," said Gaffney in reference to Saddam.

"They are the dilemmia of a political decision for the Kuwaiti people for Israel now. They must ask themselves whether a few hundred thousand civilians, or deaths constitute a full scale retaliation.

"As for popular support for Saddam in his own Iraq, Gaffney is about this (the United States) as endless as the human race.

"I am surprised and appreciative that Israel has restrained itself," however, he added, "I think Israel is going to go after them again."

"He says the dilemma is a political decision for the Kuwaiti people for the Gulf War."

"If (the Coalition countries) batter Iraq into submission, and destroy its infrastructure, they will leave a power vacuum in the region that Syria would love to fill, or Turkey, or Iran."

"There's no inherent logic in a return to imbalance (after the one bully who is recent on our block loses power)," said Gaffney in reference to Saddam.

"As to the role of the U.S. in future international disputes, Gaffney said "I don't think it should be our role (to police the world)."

Gaffney feels that sanctions were not given enough time to work and that military action was taken prematurely. "They were never intended to work in five months," he said of the sanctions.

"My suspicion is that there were competing views within the government" he said citing diplomatic, economic, and military efforts as working on different time frames. "Sanctions were a... strategy that got separated off and stuck in a lower priority.

**Love, Mom, Dad & Tanya**
KENT, Ohio (AP) — An anti-war activist at Kent State University telephoned the school newspaper last week, wondering whether demonstrators would get in trouble if they took over the campus radio station.

"I mean, shouldn't they just do it?" asked Jennifer Lyons, editor of an online page at the Daily Kent Stater.

Times have changed since Kent became a tragic symbol for the peace movement during the Vietnam War.

Those who protested the U.S. bombing of North Vietnam in the spring of 1970 didn't ask anyone's permission. They rioted in downtown Kent. They chanted while watching the ROTC building burn to the ground. They threw rocks at National Guard troops.

On May 4, 1970, four Kent students were killed when troops opened fire at a demonstration. Nine other people were wounded.

The shootings put this city, 40 miles southeast of Cleveland, on the map, and they gave the school a reputation that bears little resemblance to sentiment at Kent today.

"This is a very conservative campus," said Trish Hooper, editor of the school newspaper. "It became a symbol, real or imagined, because of what happened on one day."

Letters to the editor are running about three to one in favor of the U.S. action in the Persian Gulf, Ms. Lyons said. And the letters have come in droves, about 60 of them in the first two days after the American attack.

On campus, the prevailing opinion is support for U.S. troops, even among those who disagree with the decision to go to war.

"Whether or not I agree with the war isn't an issue," said Wendy Shirer, 20, of Worster, a sophomore studying fashion merchandising. "I feel we should support the people who over there. It seems like the anti-war people are saying, 'We want peace.' Well, everybody wants peace. But you can't stand by and just let that little similarity to sentiment at Kent today.

"There is a lot of speculation pointing right now in classified circles about what his game plan might be, if he has one," said Bigum, of Springfield, Va.

"One of every four of those bombings included a massive use of his air power that is remaining in support, of some countered offensive."

In the past two or three days, pilots have encountered only token Iraqi air resistance on raids into Kuwait, and on even deeper sorties into Iraq, said Lt. Col. Charles Plunkett, 43, of Rolling Meadows, Ill., a leader of a F-16A fighter squadron.

On Tuesday, F-16As from the Columbia, S.C., and Syracuse, N.Y., bases conducted two bombing runs into Kuwait aimed at Iraq's elite Republican Guard divisions. Because of continuing overcast skies, pilots had to use onboard computers to drop bombs instead of more accurate visual bombing.

"What really surprises me is, with the frequency of our attacks and as massive as it has been, and as destructive as they've been, the Iraqis have never moved those (air) forces very far," Bigum said.

Bigum said Saddam's decision to go to war was "a very conservative motive to maintain support among relatives knew him from the war activist at Kent State University.

The Iraqis are afraid to fight, Bigum said. Saddam's next move.
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Protests against Operation Desert Storm hurt soldiers

Dear Editor:

I have spent a great deal of time honestly trying to understand the protesters' reasoning for speaking out, almost every day on campus, against the war in Kuwait. They scream and holler about how we should have allowed sanctions to be effective for another 18 months. Yet, when I hear these arguments, I find myself asking, "Am I talking to myself?"

When I was watching the news, days before the conflict, I noticed that the Iraq food market was down 50%, an abundance of food. My suspicions were only verified after reading that the head of the CIA was quoted as saying that sanctions were not working. It seemed obvious to me that the sanctions were not causing Saddam Hussein to rethink his position and the consequences of his decision upon his own people.

Saddam showed absolutely no sign of remorse for his actions of taking over Kuwait, and he definitely showed the world that he had no intention of pulling out of Kuwait. In fact, he agreed to sit by the sides of proclaiming that he would attack Israel if war broke out. Is this a man we want to help with providing him more with time?

I am especially disgusted with the protesters who proclaim that this whole conflict is only about oil. Yes, oil was an important factor in the decision to send U.S. troops over there. Oil was a significant factor because this conflict has already threatened the success of the fledgling democracies of Eastern and Western Europe, as I witnessed when I went home to Spangdahlem Air Base, Germany. At times, I really believe that protesters have lost touch with the fact that Iraq invaded, annexed and raped Kuwait. I further believe that they have forgotten that Kuwait and Saudi Arabia are U.S. allies and, as an ally, we have an agreement that we will be there for each other during our times of need. This promise of alliance should definitely mean something.

Protestors are being hurt by saying that we should have given Saddam more time.

The last thing the troops over in the Persian Gulf need to see or read about are the people out there protesting the war.

Bush's real motive is religious imperialism

Dear Editor:

I was shocked to hear that on the night of the attack on Iraq, George Bush called Dr. Billy Graham for advice. Dr. Graham is a great man, an outstanding guest and that he attended a church service held by Graham the next morning. It is the glue that was to come, thus costing many more American lives.

We must realize how hurtful they really do not realize the devastating effect that they are having upon the troops and their families. Giving sanctions more time, we would be hurting the soldiers, like my father and my uncle, who are separated from their families. Giving sanctions more time, we would be heating the soldiers, like my father and my uncle, who are separated from their families. Giving sanctions more time, we would be hurting the soldiers, like my father and my uncle, who are separated from their families.

I strongly urge protestors to reevaluate what they are doing and ask themselves if they are supporting the troops by being out there protesting the war. When they take the time to place themselves in those soldiers' shoes, they will, hopefully, realize how hurtful they are being to those soldiers and their families back home by protesting Operation Desert Storm.

My father, uncle and the rest of the troops over there in Saudi Arabia have not been heard by the outside world that when they read the papers or watch the television and see people out protesting, they are really hurt; they feel as though people do not even appreciate their sacrifices.

When I talked to Dad on Christmas Day, one of the first things he asked was: "What are people saying about what is going on over here in the Gulf?"

The last thing the troops over in the Persian Gulf need to see or read about are the people out there protesting the war. The time has come for us all to unite in support of our troops and our nation.

When I say support, the troops, I am talking about writing letters to those men and women over in the Gulf, donating your blood, and offering your prayers for their safe return. When I talk about the troops, I am not talking about protesting Operation Desert Storm.

I think it is important for protestors to realize that when they go out there and protest against Operation Desert Storm, they are truly protesting against the soldiers. I say this because Operation Desert Storm and those soldiers are synonymous with one another. Those men and women serving our nation in the Persian Gulf need and deserve our support, and that certainly does not include protests and demonstrations.

William A. Allen, Jr.
District 1 Senator
Alumni Hall
Jan. 21, 1991

GARRY TRUDEAU

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Always do what you say you are going to do. It is the glue and fiber that binds successful relationships."

Jeffry A. Timmons

Colorado School of Mines
**A DAY OF WOMEN**

Saturday, Jan. 26, 1991

**Schedule of Events for...**

---

**A DAY OF WOMEN**

held in the Annenberg Auditorium

Saturday, January 26

9:15-10:00 Lecture with slides

"Images of Women in Art"

10:15-10:45 Chamber Music

"Sonata for Violin and Piano in A Minor"

11:00-12:00 Lecture with slides

"Women in the Media and the Workplace"

12:00-1:00 Lunch Break

1:00-2:30 Panel Discussion

"The Situation of Women in Different Fields"

2:30-3:00 Coffee

3:00-4:30 Fiction and Poetry Reading

3:00-4:00 Museum tours

4:30-5:00 Folk music and singing

---

**Snite offers tours for Day of Women**

Artwork from last ten centuries highlights women's roles

**Snite offers tours for Day of Women**

**Snite offers tours for Day of Women**

ND students concerned about relatives in Persian Gulf

---

**Accent**

**War hits Home**

ND students concerned about relatives in Persian Gulf

---

**War hits Home**

ND students concerned about relatives in Persian Gulf
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**Snite offers tours for Day of Women**

Artwork from last ten centuries highlights women's roles

---

**WVFI Top 10 Albums**

10. Left Insane - Tool Box
9. Pigface - Spoon
8. Hollow Men - Cresta
7. The Replacements - Don't Sell or Buy, It's Crap
6. Chainsaw Kittens - Violent Religion
5. Ween - God Ween Satan
4. Bastro - Sing the Troubled Beast
3. Riflesport - Primo
2. Mr. T. Experience - Making Things With Light
1. Pitchfork - Eucalyptus
NL on expansion: no compromises

NEW YORK (AP) Philadelphia Phillies president Bill Falvey said Monday that his team is non-negotiable as far as he's concerned.

The AL wants the NL to split the money with them, but Falvey says he will not get involved in discussions. He says he doesn't want to hear any more about it.

"As far as I'm concerned it's not negotiable," he said. "If the NL wants to negotiate, then certainly the American League will have to make their own offer."

"I just feel that there's no precedent for logic for it," Falvey said. "It's always been kept within the league."

The league in which you expand is always going to be hurting because the expansion costs will come down, he said.

A majority of the AL clubs must approve the two NL expansion teams, so the NL could block expansion by the AL if it felt the new teams would diminish the value of the NL. The owners must approve the expansion cities.

McGarvey left the expansion committee because he is an NL team owner. The committee is headed by Pittsburgh Pirates chairman William P. Fox. Ron portfolios are the NL's third baseman.

"I've gone through the expansion from both sides," he said. "I think the million-dollar players that are the new cities have to be a factor."

"He'll know when he can play," said McGarvey. "And I'll know when he can play, just by his performance on ice in practice."

"He's played every game since March 31—he only game he played—he played the last 23 last season—and hasn't played at all this season.

"He's not in game shape," said McGarvey. "He's played one game in a year and has to be able to go out there and really push himself, get loose, make plays."

The two-time NHL scoring champion was bed-ridden for several weeks with a back infection following surgery Sunday July 11 at the Huntington Hospital. He returned to practice in late December.

Classifieds

NOTICES

WANTED

FREE Classifieds must be prepaid. The charge is 2 cents per character per day, including all punctuation. Deadline for classifieds is 1 p.m. The Observer accepts classifieds every business day from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the
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Sacramento 10 26 .278 21 1/2 4-6
LA Clippers 14 27 .341 20 3-7
LA Lakers 27 11 .711 5 1/2 9-1
Minnesota 13 24 .351 14 5-5

Thursday's Games
San Antonio 27 10
Atlanta 24 15 .615 4 8-2
Portland 34 7 .829
Utah 26 13 667 2 7-3
Phoenix 25 12 .676 7 7-3

Central Division
Washington 17 21 .447 12 6-4
Indiana 15 24 .385 13 4-6
Miami 11 29 .275 19 3-7
New Jersey 12 26 .316 17 2-8
Boston 29 9 763 6-4

Tonight's Games
Winnipeg 16 27 8 40 160 181
Toronto 12 31 5 29 139 200
Edmonton 22 20 3 47 150 143
Calgary 25 18 5 55 197 155

NBA STANDINGS

Scoreboard

Weekly Games & Events

Women's Basketball Results Transactions

BASKETBALL

American League

Kansas City—Apted in relief with Pat Zuvela, in fielder, on a one-year minor league contract.

Toronto Blue Jays—Agreed to terms with Dave White, outfielder; Galen Danzig, catcher, and Pat Hergert and Rick Yogich, pitchers, on one-year contracts.

National League

Montreal Expos—Announced on the same day that it had called up a first baseman.

Women's Athletics

Non-Varsity Athletics

U + AEROBICS = FITNESS

Schedule of Classes

MONDAY/WEDNESDAY

6:30-7:30 am Li Aerobics JACC Gym 1
12:15-1:15 pm Li Aerobics JACC Gym 1
4:00-5:00 pm Li Aerobics JACC Gym 2
5:00-6:00 pm Li Aerobics Rockne RM 219
6:45-7:45 pm Water Aerob Rolls Pool
9:00-10:00 pm Combo Aerob Rockne Room 219

TUESDAY/THURSDAY

12:15-1:15 pm Water Aerob Rolls Pool
4:15-5:15 pm Combo Hi Rockne RM 219
4:20-5:20 pm Combo Aerob JACC Gym 1
5:00-6:00 pm Stretchercise JACC Gym 1
9:00-10:00 pm Combo Aerob Rockne RM 219

ALL CLASSES REGISTER AT NVA BEFORE CLASS
**New York-Buffalo—they meet again...**

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Super Bowl history suggests that familiarity breeds edge, that playing a team for the second time in a season can be beneficial, especially with a championship on stake.

Six times in the past, Super Bowls have been rematches, and in four of those games, the team that won the first match won the second. The last time was 1986, when the New York Giants beat Denver 19-16 during the season and 39-20 in the Super Bowl.

Running back Ottis Anderson remembers the sequence and how coach Bill Parcells handled it.

"Bill said, 'Be careful what you say. Enjoy the win but keep it in perspective. You might see them again."

"That was unbelievable. We got to the Super Bowl and there they were."

That taught Anderson a lesson. Five weeks ago, Buffalo beat the Giants 17-13, and as the game neared its end, Bills safety Mark Brunetti knocked Smith. Anderson's former teammate with the Cardinals, went into a victory dance.

"He was shaking his finger in the locker room. 'We got those guys!'" Anderson said. "I thought of '86 and Denver and said to myself, 'You know, we might see each other again.'"

"It's just the game." The first game was memorable because both teams lost their starting quarterbacks. Buffalo's Jim Kelly went out with a sprained left knee, returning for the playoffs. New York's Phil Simms is still on crutches with a sprained right arch, replaced by Jeff Hostetler.

Kelly hurt his knee when Bills tackle Will Wolford fell into him. At the time, however, Wolford was more concerned with his own right knee, sprained on the same play. Center Ken Hil remembers the scene.

"I turned around and saw our starting tackle and our starting center both on the ground, both holding their knees," he said. "I thought, 'Oh, great!'"

"When Kelly went off, he said, 'I'll be back.' He didn't say it would be three weeks later."

Wolford was blocking Leonard Marshall on the play. Jim Bucchi knocked Carl Banks off his feet and into Wolford's right knee. Wolford rolled into Kelly.

"I never knew I hit him," Wolford said. "I couldn't feel the bottom of my leg. I thought I had torn a ligament. I thought I was gone."

When he got to the dressing room, Wolford found Kelly there. "I said, 'What happened to you?' and he told me I fell on his knee."

The episode deprived the Bills of two Pro Bowl players and occurred after Kelly had driven the Bills to touchdowns on their first two possessions.

The Giants had scored first on a 1-yard run by Anderson, a TITANS set up by rookie Rodney Hampton's 41-yard run. Hampton suffered a broken leg in the opening playoff game and, like Simms, will miss the Super Bowl.

Kelly brought the Bills right back, throwing 48 yards to Thurman Thomas, setting up a 6-yard TD pitch to Andre Reed. Then Thomas scored on a 2-yard run after Kelly passed to Reed for 36 yards.

Matt Bahr's 23-yard field goal made it 14-10 at halftime. Bahr narrowed it to 14-13 with a 22-yard field goal in the third quarter. But the Giants didn't score again.

Hostetler got New York in scoring position four times, but the drives produced only Bahr's second field goal. Blunders — a holding penalty, a botched snap on touchdown formation and offensive pass interference — stalled the Giants.

**Virginia's Moore opts for NFL draft**

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (AP) — Herman Moore, Virginia's All-America wide receiver, will give up his final year of eligibility to enter the NFL draft, he said Tuesday.

"It's taken me some time to make this decision," Moore said at a news conference. "And it's my decision. Neither my family nor anyone else could decide for me."

"I didn't feel there was any position where I'll be real disappointed if I don't go in the first round," he said.

Money was not the important factor in his decision to turn pro, Moore said.

"I tried not to think about money," he said. "I wanted to do something that pleased me.

The most important thing was the challenge of succeeding at a higher level of football."

"I didn't feel there was any more I could accomplish at the collegiate level. I don't think I could have a better year than this year."

**Happy 21st Birthday, Peggy Royce!**

(Hope you're not too mal aux cheveux!)

**The Main Laundermat**

1518 North Main Street

Mishawaka

259-6322

Clean, Friendly, Convenient

**WASHERS ONLY** 85¢

Mon. + Fri.: FREE Tide in every wash
Every Day: Drop-off: $4.00 per pound
Thursday: Tanning- $3.00 per session

Convenient pick-up and delivery to your dorm room. Dorm discounts available.

**We're Banking on your Career Success.**

**Manufacturers National Corporation**

We are Manufacturers National Corporation, a major Detroit-based regional bank holding company with over 6,000 employees and assets of $10.9 billion. Our corporation provides a wide variety of financial services to customers worldwide through the corporation's banking and subsidiary offices.

Representatives of Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit (our principal subsidiary) will be conducting campus interviews for career opportunities within the Metro Detroit area at University of Notre Dame on Wednesday, February 13, 1991.

We will seek individuals who have a Bachelors degree in a business related field. We offer a wide variety of exciting and challenging career opportunities for:

- Cost & Financial Analysts in our Controllers Department
- Corporate Trust Analysts in our Trust Department
- Examiners in our Audit Department
- Credit Analysts in our Commercial Lending Area

Explore career possibilities with us. Contact your placement office to arrange an on-campus interview.
The ND/SMC Ski Club is sponsoring a spring break ski trip to Summit County, CO. There will be an informational meeting for anyone interested today at 8 p.m. in Rm. 118 Nieuwland Science Bldg. Call Mike at 271-8901 or Bob at 283-3588 if you have questions.

The Aikido Club will meet today from 6 to 8 p.m. in Rockne Rm. 219. Anyone is welcome to attend.

Anyone interested in taking scuba diving lessons should attend an informational meeting today at 6:30 p.m. in Rockne Rm. 218. A downhill ski trip to Swiss Valley will be held on Friday, Jan. 25, beginning at 5:30 p.m. Sign up by today. Cost is $10 for lift tickets and $8 for ski rental.

A cross country ski clinic will be held today at 4 p.m. on the ND golf course. Cost is $4 for the clinic and $2 for ski rental. Sign up by noon today. For further information, call the NVA office at 239-6100.

Late Night Olympics teams are being organized at Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s. Contact the LNO representative in your hall for information on the latest night of the year - Late Night Olympics, Friday, February 1.

The American Express announces a great new travel program.

American Express Announces A Great New Travel Program.

Now students can get the Card and get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.

There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending a lot of money. And that's by getting the American Express® Card. It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program exclusively for students—including three roundtrip certificates on Continental Airlines.

Just look at the map and pick the place you’d like to visit. If it’s on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or, you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the 48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime—because there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.

In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informative articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable discounts from leading retailers.

But remember, there's only one way to get all this—and that's by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank address and account number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it's easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

If you're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call. Information about your certificates will be arriving soon.

Membership Has Its Privileges®
**Loss continued from page 20**

A team that scores just 52 points is not going to win many games, and the Irish know that. Rutgers started out in a man-to-man, and Notre Dame guard Tim Singleton had some success penetrating that defense to score himself and dish the ball off to his teammates, but when the Scarlet Knights switched to a man-to-man, the Irish just couldn't attack.

"They did a good job of playing back in the zone and forcing the outside shot," said Brown, who with much larger budget than I had maybe we can't make it to the NCAA's this year, but my goal is to look at," Phelps said. "He rebounds well, and with only nine for the game."

"That's something we've got to look at," Phelps said. "He played 38 minutes and he's not used to doing that. You'd like to play him for 28, but you're playing to win, and when you've got the lead you don't want to take him out."

"He's not a lot for Towner inside, but it's unlikely that the situation will improve soon. Without Ellis, the inside game has taken a turn for the worse, and with opponents now concentrating on outside gunners Sweet, Bennett and Ellery, the second half of the season could have Pac-10 coach of the year in 1996.

"The thing that makes Notre Dame unique is that you can't have discipline, hard work and the will to win, but we're going to work hard and have fun, too. The women on the team should be having a great time. I can't wait to get in the gym with them and start working."

"Your time in college should be a really fun time in life," she said. "Sure, we need discipline, hard work and the will to win, but we're going to work hard and have fun, too. The women on the team should be having a great time. I can't wait to get in the gym with them and start working."

"The financial support here versus Arizona State—it's a much larger budget than I had there," said Brown, who with that smaller budget finished with a 31-12 record and a trip to the NCAA tournament in 1992 and qualify for another.

**New look-agent Heath signs with Braves**

Atlanta (AP) — Catcher Mike Heath, a new look free agent set free by the collusion settlement, left the Detroit Tigers on Tuesday and agreed to a $2 million, two-year contract with the Atlanta Braves.

A team that scores just 52 points is not going to win many games, and the Irish know that. Rutgers started out in a man-to-man, and Notre Dame guard Tim Singleton had some success penetrating that defense to score himself and dish the ball off to his teammates, but when the Scarlet Knights switched to a man-to-man, the Irish just couldn't attack.

"They did a good job of playing back in the zone and forcing the outside shot," said Brown, who with much larger budget than I had maybe we can't make it to the NCAA's this year, but my goal is to look at," Phelps said. "He rebounds well, and with only nine for the game."

"That's something we've got to look at," Phelps said. "He played 38 minutes and he's not used to doing that. You'd like to play him for 28, but you're playing to win, and when you've got the lead you don't want to take him out."

"He's not a lot for Towner inside, but it's unlikely that the situation will improve soon. Without Ellis, the inside game has taken a turn for the worse, and with opponents now concentrating on outside gunners Sweet, Bennett and Ellery, the second half of the season could have Pac-10 coach of the year in 1996.

"The thing that makes Notre Dame unique is that you can't have discipline, hard work and the will to win, but we're going to work hard and have fun, too. The women on the team should be having a great time. I can't wait to get in the gym with them and start working."

"Your time in college should be a really fun time in life," she said. "Sure, we need discipline, hard work and the will to win, but we're going to work hard and have fun, too. The women on the team should be having a great time. I can't wait to get in the gym with them and start working."

"The financial support here versus Arizona State—it's a much larger budget than I had there," said Brown, who with that smaller budget finished with a 31-12 record and a trip to the NCAA tournament in 1992 and qualify for another.

**Thinking of doing a year of service? How about doing it for a lifetime?**

Have you considered THE HOLY CROSS CANDIDATE YEAR? A one-year program at Moreau Seminary at the University of Notre Dame for college graduates interested in exploring the possibility of a lifetime of service as a Holy Cross priest or brother. Scholarship assistance is available.

Call or write for information:
Fr. John Conley, C.S.C.
Congregation of Holy Cross
Box 541
Notre Dame, Indiana 46656
(219) 239-4858

---

**Rutgers continued from page 20**

for the Irish, however, was their inability to hit from the field. Notre Dame connected on just 34.8 percent of its shots and Notre Dame hitting 42.3 percent from the field. After falling behind 7-2 in the first two minutes, the Irish fought back to tie the game at 7-7 on Ellery's hanging jumper from the right baseline.

Seven lead changes and four ties followed before Ellery sank a three-point shot from the left wing with six seconds remaining in the half to give the Irish a four-point halftime advantage at 24:20.

Rutgers center Keith Hughes, who contributed a quiet eight points in the first half, exploded for 17 second-half points and his fadeaway jumper at the 18:01 mark gave the Scarlet Knights a 25-24 lead early in the second half.

"I think Hughes is one of those NBA-three-spot players," Phelps said. "He rebounds well, he shoots well, he puts it on the floor and he's not afraid to post up. I knew him in high school when we recruited him, and he went to Syracuse before he transferred back to Rutgers."

Forward Jon Ross gave Notre Dame its biggest lead of the game, five points, when he completed a three-point play with 5:75 remaining. Rutgers struck right back, however, outstanding the Irish 13-1 over the next five minutes to take a 49-42 advantage.

Notre Dame pulled as close as five points at 55-50 when Towner tipped in a Sweet miss with 55 seconds remaining, but the Scarlet Knights hit their free throws deep down the stretch to pull away for a 10-point victory.

"The 10 points certainly is not indicative of the closeness of the game," said Rutgers head coach Bob Wenzel. "This is like a three- or four-point game."

**MERRILL LYNCH & CO.**

**CORPORATE FINANCE ANALYST PROGRAM**

(Chicago Office)

Merrill Lynch's Investment Banking Division is seeking college graduates for its Corporate Finance Analyst Program, to work with corporations and institutions. The division acts as a financial intermediary between corporations and investors, offering financing alternatives and advisory services. New analysts take part in a six-week training program in New York at Merrill Lynch's World Headquarters and then join the Midwest Industrial Banking Group in Chicago.

While this has traditionally been a two-year position, a number of analysts are invited to remain for a third year, and several of these are hired as first-year associates after completing their third year.

When considering candidates for the positions in the firm, we look for a record of outstanding academic achievement, extracurricular involvement, work experience, and demonstrated leadership skills. Successful candidates are articulate, able to write effectively, and able to work well with others.

We look favorably on degrees in all subjects, though some familiarity with accounting, economics, finance, and computers is helpful. Knowledge of these areas suggests and ability to readily acquire the tools needed for quantitative analytical work.

All of these positions require a commitment to meet a demanding pace as well as the energy to see a project through, often under pressure. Merrill Lynch offers a competitive compensation package and an innovative relocation program.

Potential candidates should send a resume and a cover letter (no student profiles please) to the address below no later than January 31, 1991.

---

**HE Y SMC! ACTIVITIES NIGHT THURS/N/D RELATIONS Jan. 30th from 7:30-9:30 in Haggar Parlor SENIOR CHICAGO TRIP TODAY!!! Buses leave from the Lemas Circle at 6:30p.m. and will leave Chicago at 1.a.m. Chicago time! Tickets are $12 so get them NOW in the Off Campus Lounge! Open to all SMC/N/D SENIORS!**

**SOPHOMORES**

Tomorrow is Picture night in Haggar Parlor from 7-9p.m. Your Parents want to see you!
The entire basement of La Fortune will be opened 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, beginning Wednesday, January 23.

GRAND OPENING:

Wednesday, January 23rd, 12 midnight

Two movies will be shown:

"Rebel Without a Cause" & "Fletch"

Refreshments will be served.

The fun will last all night...
Marinovich may be eligible for felony

NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. (AP) — A decision on whether charges will be filed against Southern Cal quarterback Todd Marinovich will be made within the next couple of days, Orange County deputy district attorney Mike Koski said Tuesday.

Marinovich was arrested Sunday for investigation of possession of cocaine, police said.

"I have the case, I have the reports," Koski said. "We want to have the substance weighed and analyzed."

Carl Ambrust, another Orange County deputy district attorney, said Marinovich will be treated like anybody else.

"If he had more than a gram of cocaine, he'll be charged with a felony," Ambrust said. "If it was less, he'll be charged with a misdemeanor. If it's right in a gram, we'll have to decide."

"If he's charged with a felony, he could go to prison, but he probably wouldn't. He's eligible to apply for a diversion program."

A police spokesman had said tests proved that the white substance allegedly found on Marinovich was cocaine.

Montana: operation puts two screws in right hand

REDWOOD CITY, Calif. (AP) — Quarterback Joe Montana underwent surgery on Tuesday to repair a bone in his right hand, the latest in a series of injuries that have kept him from playing in the San Francisco 49ers' loss to the New York Giants in Sunday's NFC championship game.

Two screws were inserted in Montana's hand during the surgery, performed at Sequoia Hospital by team physician Dr. Michael Dillingham. The procedure was pronounced a success.

Dillingham said Montana's hand will be in a cast for about six weeks. The screws will be removed in about two months and Montana will be able to begin throwing about a month after that.

Montana was sacked from behind by behind by linebacker Marshall Mc... with about 10 minutes left in Sunday's 15-13 loss.

Cunningham, Shell receive honors

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Philadelphia Eagles quarterback Randall Cunningham won the Maxwell Club's NFL player of the year award Tuesday for the second time — and this time, he was ready to acknowledge the honor.

The Maxwell group selected Cunningham for the award after the 1988 season, but Cunningham didn't show up for a news conference and had to be contacted by phone at his suburban home while he met with an agent about real estate.

Cunningham referred to that incident during Tuesday's interview, also conducted by phone because he was out of town on vacation.

"The first time I didn't understand how prestigious this was. It's a very respected award and any player would be proud to accept," Cunningham said.

Cunningham, who passed for 3,466 yards and 30 touchdowns with 13 interceptions and ran for 942 this season, won the club's Bert Bell Award over San Francisco's Joe Montana, Houston's Warren Moon, Buffalo's Bruce Smith and San Francisco's Jerry Rice.

Cunningham received 197 first-place votes and 819 points to overtake Montana and Moon for 942 this season, won the club's Bert Bell Award over San Francisco's Joe Montana, Houston's Warren Moon, Buffalo's Bruce Smith and San Francisco's Jerry Rice.
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"After the Sunday we had, this is great," said Shell, who had an interception and six tackles in the Eagles' 23-3 victory over the Atlanta Falcons.
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Wednesday

**Lecture Circuit**

**Wednesday**


**Wednesday**

CAMPUS

9:00 a.m. Film, "Brisky Business." Annenberg Auditorium, Snite Museum.

9:00 a.m. Film, "A Sense of Loss." Annenberg Auditorium, Snite Museum.

9:00 a.m. Lecture

**Menus**

**Notre Dame**

Oven Fried Chicken
Noodless romanoff
Baked Chicken with Herbs
Swedish Meatballs in Mushroom Sauce

**Saint Mary's**

Baked Meat Loaf with Tomato Sauce
Turkey Broccoli Divan
Western Cheese Souffle
Deli Bar

**Crossword**

Answers to any three clues in this puzzle are available by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-5656 (750 each minute). 1955 recording

**ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE**

19. The Gloomy (1949-50)
20. Song recorded by 20 Across: 1955
21. "Call a Little Love?" 1957 recording
22. High Heels'
23. Sugar source
25. Church Society
26. Vamoose
27. Make leather
28. Like lions
29. TV's "Lights, Out" (1949-50)
30. Actress Evans
31. Detroit dirt
32. Cartoon skunk
33. Pepe

34. "Oh By the Way, Hon, I've Got Plans, I'm Leaving Tonight," (one of his favorites)
35. "Summer" (one of his favorites)
36. A or E
47. "Talk..." 1959 recording
48. "Can..."
49. "Little Love?"
50. The Way,
51. High Heels'
52. Creature
53. Set of false teeth
54. Kistekeletril
55. Peggy Wood
56. Marshall Plan
gory
57. Isolate
58. Castle ditch
59. The Gloomy
60. Dean
61. Evil look
62. Swiss river
63. Brought up
64. Sugar source

Answers to any three clues in this puzzle are available by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-5656 (750 each minute).

**SCHOOL DAZE**

**January 24th - Cushing Auditorium**

**8:00 P.M. & 10:30 P.M.**

**Admission $2.00**

**Student Union Board**
Rutgers snaps modest Irish win streak, 62-52

By FRANK PASTOR
Associate Sports Editor

At Monday afternoon's press conference, head coach Digger Phelps outlined three objectives his basketball team needed to meet to have any chance of playing in a post-season tournament two months from now.

Forward Daimon Sweet, the team's leading scorer, had to become more of an offensive threat. And Point guard Tim Singleton, the team's assist leader, had to penetrate more often.

None of that happened Tuesday night at the Joyce ACC as the Irish fell to Rutgers, 62-52, halting their season-high three-game win streak at three games.

Sweet led Notre Dame with 14 points on 6-of-14 shooting from the field but pulled down only three rebounds, all defensive, in 36 minutes of play.

"Sweet's stats are misleading," Phelps said, "because he's got to be more active on the offensive boards, which is something we've talked about with Ellis gone. He's got to take up more of that slack and become more of an offensive rebounder."

Tower picked up some of the slack with a team-high nine rebounds, including five offensive boards. He also scored eight points in the game but was involved in two crucial plays that proved the difference for the Irish.

With 6:19 remaining in the second half, Tower missed consecutive free throws in the middle of a 13-1 run for the Scarlet Knights. Rutgers center Brent Dabbs punctuated the run with two free throws at the :11 mark which came after Tower was called for an intentional foul for fouling an elbow.

"I didn't see the intentional foul," Phelps said. "I thought those were two key situations that kind of put the game out of reach for us."

"I didn't think it was retaliatory," Tower said. "I don't know what it looked like. I'll have to see the tape."

Singleton dished out nine assists but shot only four times in the game, connecting on three for a total of six points. The need for Singleton to pick up some of the scoring slack became apparent down the stretch when two of Notre Dame's most dangerous shooters, guard Elmer Bennett and guard-forward Kevin Ellery, fouled out, allowing Rutgers to key on Sweet.

Perhaps the biggest problem was the team's shooting.

The shooting was poor right across the board. Daimon Sweet, shooting 58.3 percent for the season, was just 4 for 14 from the field. Elmer Bennett, who was in foul trouble throughout the game, was 2 for 8, and Kevin Ellery went 0 for 4 in the second half to finish 4 for 13 for the game.

Was it the Rutgers zone defense that doomed the shooting of a Notre Dame team, a squad which had shot better than 50 percent in eight of its last 10 games?

"That's very unusual for those three guys to shoot that poorly, especially because we faced zones against both West Virginia and Marquette," said Sweet. "It wasn't like we hadn't seen a zone before."

Irish coach Digger Phelps lamented.

"I think you're going to have games like this," Sweet said. "The shots just didn't fall for us, and things didn't go our way. It's difficult for us because with LaPhonso gone we have to attack defenses from the outside first rather than from the inside. I mean, Keith Tower and the Ross Bobcats ..."

The Observer / Marguerite Schropp

Keith Tower, flanked by Brent Dabbs (54) and Donnell Lumpkin (44) of Rutgers, scored 8 points and pulled down 9 rebounds in Notre Dame's 62-52 loss Tuesday night. Tower fouled out with nine seconds left.

Poor shooting dooms Notre Dame

They were riding a three-game winning streak and had posted five victories in their past seven games. The Notre Dame men's basketball team was finally making a move toward a respectable record with the Associated Press ranking.

The Irish faced a schedule so brutal that it is ranked third most difficult in the nation by USA Today. With such a schedule, the Scarlet Knights were the type of marginal team Notre Dame desperately needed to beat.

But poor shooting doomed the Irish, who skidded to 7-10 on the season after a 62-52 loss, while Rutgers improved to 10-7. Notre Dame shot just 32.1 percent in the second half and 37.0 percent for the game in its first loss since junior forward LaPhonso Ellis was declared academically ineligible.

The Observer / Marguerite Schropp

Walk into the volleyball office in the Joyce Athletic and Convocation Center and you'll see new items: a new desk, a new bookcase, a new phone, a coffee table, a desk, a bookcase, a new rug and a volleyball coach named Debra Brown.

The setting of lacquered desks, upholstered chairs and fitted rugs is an appropriate backdrop to introduce Brown, a former assistant coach for the U.S. national volleyball team and prior head coach of Arizona State women's volleyball.

"What we've got to do is get a little baseboard around this room, put a few pictures up and move my stuff in and it might look like somebody's worked here," said Brown, sitting behind a desk whose top was speckled with packages, memos and congratulatory letters.

Brown, who was named Head Coach of the women's volleyball team Dec. 14, is still getting her bearings at Notre Dame, but she has had time to share a few thoughts about her upcoming challenge as the chief of the volleyball program.

"This job is one of a few at the very top of coaching," said Brown, who has had plenty of experience in Division I coaching, leading the ASU Sun Devils to five NCAA tournament appearances in six years as head coach. "Others are Stanford, UCLA, Texas and Illinois, and that's probably it. I think Notre Dame is ahead of all of them. We may not have had the traditional volleyball success, but I think the potential is definitely there."

The Notre Dame coaching position came to Brown at an opportune time for both her and the program, as her own recently had resigned as the U.S. national assistant, and Notre Dame had had its own head coach resign in October.

Brown's reason for resigning as assistant coach of the U.S. team was that her "training philosophy was a little different than the head coach's," while former Notre Dame head coach Art Lambert's excuse for his resignation was the simple "philosophical differences" with the administration.

Making a break from all these philosophical issues, Brown is not going to delve into the prior Notre Dame volleyball situation, unless it is vital to her responsibility of effectively guiding her players.

"I don't know about a lot of what's happened in the past, but that's not important for me to know," said Brown. "What is important is my providing a fresh start for the players, and a positive atmosphere in which to play. I'll work them hard, help them achieve their athletic goals. I'm not going to look back unless I have to for solving a problem."

This is not to say that the program's past success and failure is not important to her. Rather, she is enthusiastic about the recent success the team has had, despite the pitfalls during the last two seasons. In 1990, the team suffered through a disastrous 9-27 season, yet just two years before the team finished 19-12 and made its first appearance at the NCAA tournament.

"Art (Lambert) did a great job building this program," said Brown. "I established that Notre Dame can compete at this (national) level, and now it's just a matter of making that a year-in and year-out performance."

"It's a realistic and reachable goal to get to the NCAA tournament every year. I'm not sure, but see BROWN / page 16

New volleyball coach brings fresh start to program